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A PROVEN LEADER IN TRUCKING LITIGATION
Brodhead Law has been a leader in the ﬁeld of trucking litigation
for over 10 years, and 2011 was no exception. With trucking verdicts
and settlements exceeding $20 million, very few ﬁrms can claim
equal success, and it is no wonder why so many ﬁrms refer their
trucking cases to Brodhead Law. Ben C. Brodhead’s efforts and
accomplishments on behalf of his clients have earned him inclusion
on the Georgia Super Lawyers® list for the ﬁfth year in a row.
Another key component to Brodhead Law’s success is its
Managing Director, Holli L. Clark. Rather than having attorneys
attempt to run the business side of the ﬁrm, Brodhead hired Clark,
a business professional with experience in upper management
of a Fortune 500 Company. In addition to her business expertise,
Clark also has extensive experience in coordinating the litigation
process, and her management of the ﬁrm for the past 12 years has
allowed the lawyers of Brodhead Law to focus on innovative legal
strategies to dramatically increase recoveries for their clients.
Brodhead and Clark have built a team of legal professionals
that can handle the most complex issues with the highest

level of skill, innovation and customer service. Brodhead Law’s
formula for success also includes Robert B. Tidwell, Esq., who
has been named to the 2012 Rising Stars list, published in
Georgia Super Lawyers. With eight years of experience as an
insurance defense attorney, Tidwell brings insight into the
strategies of the defense industry that can only come from an
insider. Brodhead Law completes its legal team with Attorney
Jennifer S. Mundy, Investigator Traici L. Sexton and Paralegal
Sara A. Pettinelli. The contributions of each member of this
legal team make Brodhead Law a force in trucking litigation.
Quite simply, when a trucking company causes a serious injury
or death, there is no better ﬁrm to call than Brodhead Law.
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